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A complete megahit game that set the world on fire. Plus all-new episode IV: Your meat consumed. The demons came and the Marines died. Except for one. You're the last defense against these hellishly mixed hordes. Prepare for the most intense mutant, bloody action ever! Sign up to add this item to
your wish list, follow it, or mark it as not interested Watch the entire Doom franchise on Steam The complete megahit game that set the world on fire. Plus all-new episode IV: Your meat consumed. The demons came and the Marines died. Except for one. You're the last defense against these hellishly
mixed hordes. Prepare for the most intense mutant, bloody action ever! The textured mapped virtual world is so real that you don't just play DOOM - you live it. Ultimate DOOM takes you beyond anything you've ever experienced. First, you get all three original episodes - that's 27 levels of terrible,
explosive excitement. Then they really blow you away with a new episode: Thy Flesh Consumed. You're dead meat now. Just when you think you're getting pretty good at DOOM, you get hit by Perfect Hate, Sever the Wicked and seven other professional levels seen so far! They are so incredibly tough,
the first 27 levels will seem like a walk in the park! Minimum: 100% Windows XP/Vista Compatible Computer System Page 2 Monster Sanctuary Indie, RPG, Adventure, Terraforming Mars Strategy - Prelude Strategy, Multiplayer, Board Game, Sea Adventures Table Call, Puzzle, Female Protagonist,
Story Rich Planet Zoo: Aquatic Pack Simulation, Strategy, Casual, Sandbox The MoneyMakers Rallye DRAGON QUEST® XI S: Echoes of the Elusive Age™ - Definite Edition RPG, JRPG, Party-Based RPG, Dragons Suzerain Diplomacy, Economics, Political Sim, Choose your own adventure leaf blower
revolution - sleepless game casual, clicker, Idler, 2D counter-strike: global offensive - Operation Broken Fang Action, Free Play, FPS, Multiplayer Phoenix Point: Year One Release Tactical, turn-based strategy, Grand Strategy, Third Person Shooter Creeper World 4 Strategy, Indie, RTS, Casual Per
Aspera Base Building, Colony Sim, City Builder, Shadow Simulation, Simulation, RPG, 4X Total War : WARHAMMER II - The Twisted &amp; The Twilight Strategy, Action, Violent, Fantasy Haven Adventure, Story Rich, RPG, Romance Summerland Adventure, Story Rich, Atmospheric, Walking Simulator
Red Dead Online Action, Adventure, Multiplayer, Western Project Wingman VR Supported Action, Flight, Indie, Worms Rumble Multiplayer, Battle Royale, 2.5D, Arena Shooter The Life and Suffering of Sir Brante — Chapter 1&amp;2 Graduatey, Choose Your Own Adventure, Interactive Fiction,
Management *NEW* SCUFFED EPIC BHOP SIMULATOR 2023 (POG CHAMP) Casual, Actionown, Simulation, Open World Children of Children: Prologue Horror, Silent Point &amp; Click, Female Protagonist, 2D Amazing Simulation Farm simulator, RPG, strategy, Indie Football Manager 2021 Sport,
Simulation, Management, Singleplayer Super Tournament preseason party game, sport, team, eSports Super Buckyball tournament preseason party game, Sport, Team-based, eSports fire simulator - Simulation squad, Multiplayer, Action, Singleplayer Our Life: Beginnings &amp; Always Romance,
Visual Novel, Character Adaptation, LGBTQ + Yakuza: Like Dragon RPG, Action, Adventure, JRPG Need for Speed™ Hot Pursuit Remastered Combat Racing, Racing, Driving, Open World Cyberpunk 2077 Cyberpunk, Open World, RPG, Futuristic Counterattack : Global Offensive - Operation Broken
Fang Action, Free Play, FPS, Multiplayer Planet Zoo: Aquatic Pack Simulation, Strategy, Casual, Sandbox Oxygen Not Included - Spaced! Indie, Simulation, Early Access STAR WARS™ Battlefront™ II Multiplayer, FPS, Shooter, third-person shooter among us multiplayer, online co-op, space, social
deduction phasmophobia VR supports horror, online co-op, multiplayer, psychological horror Long dark open world survival craft, survival, open world, star wars research™ Battlefront™ Shooter, Multiplayer, Space, Sci-fi Red Dead Online Action, Adventure, Multiplayer, Western Per Aspera Base Building
, Colony Sim, City Builder, Simulation Hunt: Showdown Multiplayer, Survival, Horror, Shooter Satisfactory Core Building, Automation, Crafting, Open World Phoenix Point: Year One Edition Tactical, Turn-Based Strategy, Grand Strategy, Third-Person Shooter Football Manager 2021 Sports, Simulation,
Management, Singleplayer Creeper World 4 Strategy, Indie, RTS, Casual Raft Survival, Open World Survival Craft, Multiplayer, Co-op Terraforming Mars - Prelude Strategy, Multiplayer, Board Game, Tabletop STAR WARS™ Battlefront Shooter , Science Fiction, Strategy, Adventure Total War:
WARHAMMER II - Twisted and Twilight Strategy, Action, Violent, Fantasy Wallpaper Motor Utilities, Mature, Software, Anime Baldur Door 3 Early Access, RPG, Dungeons &amp; Dragons, Choices Matter CS:GO Prime Status Upgrade FPS, Shooter, Multiplayer, Competitive Project Wingman VR
Supported Action, Flight, Indie, Simulation Kingdom Reborn City Builder, Colony Sim, Core Building, Managing Older Saints® Online RPG , MMORPG, Open World, Massive Multiplayer Rebellion: Sandstorm FPS, Realistic, Shooter, Action Need for Speed™ Hot Chase Remastered Combat Racing,
Racing, Ride, Open World Tabletop Simulator VR supported tabletop, board game, simulation, Multiplayer Battlefield 4™ Multiplayer, FPS, Action, Sagittarius See more: Top sellers or global top sellers Unto The End Adventure, Action, Cinematic, Atmospheric Cyberpunk 2077 Cyberpunk, Open World,
RPG, Futuristic Love Tavern Simulation , Sexual Content, Time Management, Construction of Orwell's Animal Farm Political, Hand-Drawn, Point &amp; Click, Narration Alba: A Wildlife Adventure Casual, Female Protagonist, Adventure, 3D Killer: Infected One of Us Multiplayer, Space, Social Deduction,
3D Medal of Honor™: Above and VR Only Action, Action Roguelike, Wargame, First-Person Cyber Crush 2069 Casual, Casual, Puzzle, Match 3 BOMJMAN Indie, Action, Violent, Gore Calico Casual, Simulation, Indie, RPG Spellbreak Fantasy, Anime, Magic, PvP Hand of Merlin RPG, Strategy, Indie,
Turn-Based Radio The Universe Action, Cinematic, 2D, Indie Dealer's Life 2 Trading, Memes, Management, Immersive Sim Love n Dream: Virtual Sexual Content of Happiness, Nudity, Card Game, Dungeon Crawler You are not afraid of first person, Horror, Survival, Walking Simulator of Ancient Cities ,
City Builder, Historical, Moddable Puzzle Joker Romance, Casual, Story Rich, Visual Novel Curve Fever Action, Massive Multiplayer, Indie, PvP Wattam Indie, Casual, Adventure, Sweet Crunch Element VR Only Action, Indie, Early Access, VR Long Live Caesar Early Access, PvE, Turn-Based Strategy,
Time Management ORX Casual, RPG, Tower Defense, Card Game Love, Money, Rock'n'Roll Visual Novel, Rich Story, Anime, Great Soundtrack Override 2 : Super Mech League action, fight, 3D fighter, 3D OMORI Psychological horror, Horror, Pixel Graphics, Indie Coloring Project Action, Adventure,
Simulation, Silent Doom Indie Strategy, Action, Adventure, Simulation Bloom: Memories JRPG, RPG, Story Rich, Hack and Slash Scathe Action, Up, Violent, Co-op See more: Upcoming releases OF STAR WARS™ Battlefront™ II Multiplayer, FPS, Shooter, Third Person Shooter The Long Dark Open
World , Survival, Open World, Research Hunt: Showdown Multiplayer, Survival, Horror, Sagittarius Battlefield 4™ Multiplayer, FPS, Action, Shooter Rebellion: Sandstorm FPS, Real, Sagittarius, Action Older Styllies® Online RPG, MMORPG, Open World, Massive Multiplayer Need for Speed™ Hot Chase
Remastered Fighting Races, Races, Ride, Open World STAR WARS™ Battlefront Shooter, Sci-fi, Strategy, Adventure Partisans 1941 Strategy, Real Time Tactics, World War II, Stealth Amnesia : Revival horror, adventure, indie, survival horror gang beast physics, Funny, Colorful, Multiplayer In Silence
Early Access, Horror, Multiplayer, Online Co-Op Destiny 2: Shadowkeep Adventure, Action, Looter Shooter, FPS Survivalists Crafting, Adventure, Online Co-Op, Singleplayer Dead Space™ 3 Action, Horror, Sci-fi, Survival Space Haven Simulation, Strategy, Base Building, Space They Are Billions Colony
Sim, Base Building, Strategy, Survival Destiny 2: Abandoned Adventure , Action, Multiplayer, MMORPG Last Epoch RPG, Action, Hack and Slash, Action RPG Worms W.M.D Strategy, Action, Multiplayer, Funny Saints Row IV: Game Century Edition Actions, Adventure, Open World, Comedy Golf with
Your Friends Multiplayer, Casual, Mini Golf, Sports Dawn Man City Builder, Colony Sim, Strategy, Survival Frostpunk Survival, City Builder, Strategy, Resource Plant Management vs. : Battle for Neighborville™ Shooters from the Third Person , Hero Shooter, PvE, Casual Driftland: The Magic Revival
Strategy, Simulation, God Game, City Builder Startup Company Simulation, Management, Strategy, Economy Endzone - A World Apart Strategy, Builder, Simulation, Survival Survival Korak iz Eden akcije, Indie, Strategija, Avantura Slobodno odijelo Larry - Mokri snovi ne suši avanturu, Komedija, Retro,
Point &amp; Click Space Engineers Space, Sandbox, Building, Multiplayer UnderMine Action Roguelike, Roguelite, Pixel Graphics, Dungeon Crawler Battlefield 3™ Action, Shooter, Singleplayer, FPS South Park™: The Fractured But Whole™ RPG, Comedy, Dark Humor, Funny MORDHAU Multiplayer,
Medieval, First-Person, Online Co-Op Comedy Night Immersive Sim , Life Sim , Casual, PvP Stoneshard RPG, Strategija, Roguelike, Singleplayer Saints Row: Treći - The Full Package Action, Open World, Comedy, Co-op Barotrauma Survival, Multiplayer, Co-op, Simulation Railroad Corporation
Strategy, Trains, Management, Historical Page 3 Monster Sanctuary Indie, RPG, Adventure, Strategy Terraforming Mars - Prelude Strategy, Multiplayer, Board Game, Tabletop Call of the Sea Adventure, Puzzle, Female Protagonist, Story Rich Planet Zoo: Aquatic Pack Simulation , Strategija, Casual,
Sandbox The MoneyMakers Rallye DRAGON QUEST® XI S: Odjeci nedostižnog doba™ - Definitivno izdanje RPG, JRPG, party-based RPG, Dragons Suzerain Diplomacija, Ekonomija, Politički Sim, Odaberite svoj vlastiti avantura list blower revolucije - bespoštedna igra casual, kliker, Idler, 2D counter-
strike: globalna ofenziva - Operacija slomljena fang akcija, besplatno za igru, FPS, Multiplayer Phoenix Point: Godina jedan izdanje taktički, turn-based strategija, Velika strategija , Treće osobe strijelac Creeper Svijet 4 strategija , Indie, RTS, Casual Per Aspera Base Building, Colony Sim, City Builder,
Simulation Shadow Empire Strategy, Simulation, RPG, 4X Total War: WARHAMMER II - The Twisted &amp; The Twilight Strategy, Action, Violent, Fantasy Haven Adventure, Story Rich, RPG, Romance Summerland Adventure, Story Rich, Atmospheric, Walking Simulator Red Dead Online Action,
Adventure, Multiplayer, Western Project Wingman VR Supported Action , Let, Indie, Simulacija Worms Rumble Multiplayer , Battle Royale, 2.5D, Arena Shooter The Life and Suffering of Sir Brante — Chapter 1&amp;2 Diplomacy, Choose Your Own Adventure, Interactive Fiction, Management *NEW*
SCUFFED EPIC BHOP SIMULATOR 2023 (POG CHAMP) Casual, Action, Simulation, Open World Children of Silentown: Prolog Horror, Point &amp; Click, Female Protagonist, 2D Amazing Cultivation Simulator Simulation, RPG, Strategy, Indie Football Manager 2021 Sports , Simulacija, Upravljanje ,
Singleplayer Super Buckyball turnir Predsezona Party Igra, Sport, Timski, eSports Super Buckyball turnir Predsezonska party igra, sport, timski, eSports simulator vatrogastva - Simulacija momčadi, Multiplayer, Akcija, Singleplayer Naš život: Počeci i uvijek romantika, Vizualni roman, Prilagodba likova,
LGBTQ + Yakuza: Poput zmaja RPG, Akcija, Avantura, JRPG Potreba za brzinom™ Vruća potjera Remastered Combat Racing, Racing, Driving, Open World Cyberpunk 2077 Cyberpunk , Open World , RPG, Futuristički kontra-strike: Globalna ofenziva - Operacija Slomljena fang Free to play, FPS,
Multiplayer Planet Zoo: Zoo: Pack Simulacija, Strategija, Casual, Sandbox kisik nije uključen - razmakan! Indie, Simulacija, Rani pristup STAR WARS™ Battlefront™ II Multiplayer, FPS, Shooter, pucačina iz trećeg lica među nama multiplayer, online co-op, prostor, socijalni odbitak phasmophobia VR
podržava horor, online co-op, multiplayer, psihološki horor Dugo mračno otvoreno svijet opstanak obrt, opstanak, otvoreni svijet, istraživanje STAR WARS™ Battlefront™ Bundle Shooter, Multiplayer, Prostor, Sci-fi Red Dead Online Akcija, Avantura, Multiplayer, Western Per Aspera Base Building ,
Kolonija Sim , City Builder, Simulacija Lov: Showdown Multiplayer, Survival, Horror, Shooter Zadovoljavajuća osnovna zgrada, Automatizacija, Crafting, Open World Phoenix Point: Year One Edition Tactical, Turn-Based Strategy, Grand Strategy, Third-person Shooter Football Manager 2021 Sports,
Simulation, Management, Singleplayer Creeper World 4 Strategy, Indie, RTS, Casual Raft Survival, Open World Survival Craft, Multiplayer, Co-op Terraforming Mars - Prelude Strategy, Multiplayer, Board Game, Tabletop STAR WARS™ Battlefront Shooter , znanstvena fantastika, strategija, avantura
totalni rat: WARHAMMER II - Uvrnuta i sumrak strategija, Akcija, Nasilni, Fantasy Pozadina Motor Utilities, Mature, Softver, Anime Baldur vrata 3 Rani pristup, RPG, Dungeons &amp; Dragons, Izbori materija CS:GO Prime Status Nadogradnja FPS, Pucač, Multiplayer, Konkurentni projekt Wingman VR
podržana akcija, Let, Indie, Simulacija Kraljevstva Ponovno rođen Grad Graditelj, Kolonija Sim, Osnovna zgrada, Upravljanje Stariji Svici® Online RPG , MMORPG, Otvoreni svijet, Masivno multiplayer pobuna: Sandstorm FPS, Realno, Pucač, Akcija Potreba za brzinom™ Vruća potjera Remastered
Combat Racing, Racing, Vožnja, Open World Tabletop Simulator VR podržani tabletop, igra na ploči, simulacija, Multiplayer Battlefield 4™ Multiplayer, FPS, Akcija, Strijelac Vidi više: Top prodavači ili globalni top prodavači Unto The End Adventure, Akcija, Cinematic, Atmosferski Cyberpunk 2077
Cyberpunk, Open World, RPG, Futuristička ljubav Tavern Simulacija , Seksualni sadržaj, upravljanje vremenom, izgradnja Orwellove životinjske farme politička, Ručno nacrtana, Point &amp; Click, Narration Alba: A Wildlife Adventure Casual, Female Protagonist, Adventure, 3D Killer: Infected One of Us
Multiplayer, Space, Social Deduction, 3D Medal of Honor™: Above and Beyond VR Only Action, Action Roguelike, Wargame, First-Person Cyber Crush 2069 Casual, Simulation, Puzzle, Match 3 BOMJMAN Indie, Action, Violent, Gore Calico Casual , Simulacija, Puzzle, Match 3 BOMJMAN Indie, Action,
Violent, Gore Calico Casual, Simulacija, Puzzle, Match 3 BOMJMAN Indie, Action, Violent, Gore Calico Casual, Simulacija, Puzzle , Indie, RPG Spellbreak Fantazija, Anime, Magic, PvP Ruka Merlin RPG-a, Strategija, Indie, Turn-Based Radio the Universe Action, Cinematic, 2D, Indie Dealer's Life 2
Trading, Memes, Management, Immersive Sim Love n Dream: Virtualna sreća Seksualni sadržaj, Golotinja, Game, Dungeon Crawler Not Afraid of First Person, Horror, Survival, Walking Simulator Ancient Cities Strategy, City Builder, Historical, Moddable Puzzle Romance, Casual, Story Rich, Visual
Novel Curve Fever Action, Massive Multiplayer, Multiplayer, PvP Wattam Indie, Ležerno, Avantura, slatka crunch element VR samo akcija, Indie, rani pristup, VR Long Live Caesar Early Access, PvE, Turn-Based Strategy, Time Management ORX Casual, RPG, Tower Defense, Card Game Love, Money,
Rock'n'Roll Visual Novel, Story Rich, Anime, Great Soundtrack Override 2: Super Mech League Action, Fighting, 3D Fighter, 3D OMORI Psychological Horror, Horror, Pixel Graphics, Indie Afraid , Avantura, Simulacija, Strategija SILENT DOOM Indie, Akcija, Avantura, Simulacija Cvatnje: Sjećanja JRPG,
RPG, Story Rich, Hack and Slash Scathe Action, Gore, Violent, Co-op Pogledajte više: Nadolazeća izdanja STAR WARS™ Battlefront™ II Multiplayer, FPS, Shooter, Third-Person Shooter The Long Dark Open World Survival Craft, Survival, Open World, Exploration Hunt: Showdown Multiplayer,
Survival, Horror, Shooter Battlefield 4™ Multiplayer, FPS, Action, Shooter Insurgency: Sandstorm FPS , Realno, Strijelac, Akcija Stariji Svici® Online RPG, MMORPG, Open World, Massively Multiplayer Need for Speed™ Hot Pursuit Remastered Combat Racing, Racing, Driving, Open World STAR
WARS™ Battlefront Shooter, Sci-fi, Strategy, Adventure Partisans 1941 Strategy, Real Time Tactics, World War II, Stealth Amnesia: Rebirth Horror, Adventure, Indie, Survival Horror Gang Beasts Physics, Funny, Colorful, Multiplayer In Silence Early Access, Horror, Multiplayer , Online Co-Op Destiny 2 :
Shadowkeep Avantura, Akcija, Looter Shooter, FPS The Survivalists Crafting, Adventure, Online Co-Op, Singleplayer Dead Space™ 3 Action, Horror, Sci-fi, Survival Space Haven Simulation, Strategy, Base Building, Space They Are Billions Colony Sim, Base Building, Strategy, Survival Destiny 2:
Forsaken Adventure, Action, Multiplayer, MMORPG Last Epoch RPG, Action, Hack and Slash, Action RPG Worms W.M.D Strategy , Akcija, Multiplayer, Funny Saints Row IV : Game of the Century Edition Action, Adventure, Open World, Comedy Golf With Your Friends Multiplayer, Casual, Mini Golf,
Sports Dawn of Man City Builder, Colony Sim, Strategy, Survival Frostpunk Survival, City Builder, Strategy, Resource Management Plants vs. Zombies: Battle for Neighborville™ Third-person Shooter, Hero Shooter, PvE, Casual Driftland: The Magic Revival Strategy, Simulation, God Game , City Builder
Startup Company Simulacija, Upravljanje , Strategija, Ekonomska endzona - Strategija odvojenog svijeta, City Builder, Simulacija, Survival One Step From Eden Action, Indie, Strategy, Adventure Leisure Suit Larry - Wet Dreams Don't Dry Adventure, Comedy, Retro, Point &amp; Click Space, Sandbox,
Building, Multiplayer UnderMine Action Roguelike, Roguelite, Pixel Graphics, Dungeon Crawler Battlefield 3™ Action, Shooter, Singleplayer, FPS South Park™: The Fractured But Whole™ RPG , komedija, tamni humor, smiješni MORDHAU multiplayer , srednjovjekovni, prvi u licu, online co-op komedija
noć imerzivna sim, život sim, casual, PvP Stoneshard RPG, strategija, roguelike, singleplayer Saints Red: treći - cijeli paket akcija, otvoreni Co-op Barotrauma Survival, Multiplayer, Co-op, Simulation Railroad Corporation Strategy, Trains, Management, Historical Page 4 You can request a refund for
almost any purchase on Steam - for whatever reason. Your computer may not meet hardware requirements; you may have bought the game by mistake; Maybe you played the title for an hour and you just didn't like it. never mind. Valve will issue a refund via help.steampowered.com on request for any
reason, if the request is made within the requested refund period, and, in the case of games, if the title is played for less than two hours. There are more details below, but even if you're not in the one who described the refund policies, you can still request a refund and we'll take a look. You will be issued
with a full refund from the purchase within one week of approval. You'll get your refund in Steam Wallet funds or the same payment method you used to make your purchase. If, for whatever reason, Steam cannot issue a refund through your initial payment method, your Steam Wallet will be credited with
the full amount. (Some payment methods available through Steam in your country may not support a refund back to the original payment method. Click here for the full list.) Steam's refund offer, within two weeks of purchase and with less than two hours of gaming, applies to games and software apps on
the Steam store. Here is an overview of how refunds work with other types of purchases. Refunds to Downloadable Content(Steam store content usable within another game or software application, DLC) DLC purchased from steam store is refundable within fourteen days of purchase, and if the
underlying title is played less than two hours from the purchase of DLC, until DLC is consumed, modified or transferred. Note, for example, that in some cases Steam won't be able to give a refund to a third-party DLC (for example, if the DLC irreversibly raises the game character). These exceptions will
be clearly marked as nonrefundable on the Store page before purchase. Refunds for in-game purchases Steam will offer a refund for in-game purchases within any game developed by Valve within forty-eight hours of purchase, until the in-game item is spent, modified or transferred. Third-party
developers will have the option to provide refunds for in-game items under these terms. Steam will tell you at the time of purchase whether the game developer has decided to offer a refund on the in-game item you are buying. Otherwise, in-game purchases in non-Valve games are not refundable via
Steam. Refunds for pre-purchased titles When you buy a title on Steam in advance (and you paid for the title in advance), you can request a refund at any time before that title is published. The standard 14-day/two-hour refund period also applies, starting from the game's release date. Refund for steam
wallet You can request a refund for steam wallet funds within fourteen days of purchase if they were purchased on Steam and if you haven't used any of these funds. Renewable subscriptions For some amenities and services, Steam offers periodic (e.g. monthly, annual) access that you pay for on a
recurring basis. If no renewables subscription was used during the current billing cycle, you can request a refund within 48 hours of the initial purchase or within 48 hours of any automatic renewal. Content is considered to be used if some games within a subscription are played during the current billing
cycle or if any benefits or discounts included in the subscription have been used, consumed, modified, modified, or transferred. For example, you can cancel an active subscription at any time by going to your account information. Once canceled, your subscription will no longer automatically renew, but
you'll retain access to your subscription content and benefits until the end of your current billing cycle. Steam hardware In the applicable time frame identified in the Hardware Return Policy, for any reason, you can request a refund for steam hardware and accessories purchased through Steam. You must
send us your hardware back within fourteen (14) days after requesting a refund, following the instructions we give you. Check out the Hardware Refund Policy for detailed guidance on the refund and cancellation process for steam hardware and accessories. Refunds to packages You can get a full refund
for any package purchased on the Steam Store, as long as none of the items in the package have been transferred, and if the combined time of use of all items in the package is less than two hours. If the package includes an in-game item or a cannot be restored DLC, Steam will tell you if the entire
package is refundable during check-out. Purchases made outside Steam Valve cannot provide refunds for purchases outside steam (for example, CD keys or Steam wallet cards purchased from third parties). VAC Bans If your Valve Anti-Cheat (VAC) system has denied you access to the game, you lose
your right to a refund for that game. Video content We are not able to offer refunds for video content on Steam (e.g. movies, shorts, series, episodes and tutorials), unless the video is bundled with other (non-video) feedback. Cashback on gifts Unchated gifts can be refunded within the standard 14-
day/two-hour refund period. Redeemed gifts can be returned on the same terms if the gift recipient initiates a refund. The funds used to buy the gift will be returned to the original purchase. RIGHT TO WITHDRAW FROM THE EU For an explanation of how the EU's right to withdraw for steam customers
works, click here. The abuse refund is designed to eliminate the risk of buying titles on Steam - not as a way to get free games. If you feel like you're abusing refunds, we can stop offering them to you. We do not consider it an abuse to claim a refund for a title purchased shortly before the sale and then
reject this title for Price. You can request a refund or get other help buying on Steam in help.steampowered.com. Updated 10 November, 2020 Page 5 You can request a refund for almost any purchase on Steam - for any reason. Your computer may not meet hardware requirements; you may have
bought the game by mistake; Maybe you played the title for an hour and you just didn't like it. never mind. Valve will issue a refund via help.steampowered.com on request for any reason, if the request is made within the requested refund period, and, in the case of games, if the title is played for less than
two hours. There are more details below, but even if you're not in the one who described the refund policies, you can still request a refund and we'll take a look. You will be issued with a full refund from the purchase within one week of approval. You'll get your refund in Steam Wallet funds or the same
payment method you used to make your purchase. If, for whatever reason, Steam cannot issue a refund through your initial payment method, your Steam Wallet will be credited with the full amount. (Some payment methods available through Steam in your country may not support a refund back to the
original payment method. Click here for the full list.) Steam's refund offer, within two weeks of purchase and with less than two hours of gaming, applies to games and software apps on the Steam store. Here is an overview of how refunds work with other types of purchases. Refunds to Downloadable
Content(Steam store content usable within another game or software application, DLC) DLC purchased from steam store is refundable within fourteen days of purchase, and if the underlying title is played less than two hours from the purchase of DLC, until DLC is consumed, modified or transferred. Note,
for example, that in some cases Steam won't be able to give a refund to a third-party DLC (for example, if the DLC irreversibly raises the game character). These exceptions will be clearly marked as nonrefundable on the Store page before purchase. Refunds for in-game purchases Steam will offer a
refund for in-game purchases within any game developed by Valve within forty-eight hours of purchase, until the in-game item is spent, modified or transferred. Third-party developers will have the option to provide refunds for in-game items under these terms. Steam will tell you at the time of purchase
whether the game developer has decided to offer a refund on the in-game item you are buying. Otherwise, in-game purchases in non-Valve games are not refundable via Steam. Refunds for pre-purchased titles When you buy a title on Steam in advance (and you paid for the title in advance), you can
request a refund at any time before that title is published. The standard 14-day/two-hour refund period also applies, starting from the game's release date. Steam wallet refund You can request a refund for steam wallet funds within fourteen days purchased if purchased on Steam and if you have not used
any of these funds. Renewable subscriptions For some amenities and services, Steam offers periodic (e.g. monthly, annual) access that you pay for on a recurring basis. If no renewables subscription was used during the current billing cycle, you can request a refund within 48 hours of the initial purchase
or within 48 hours of any automatic renewal. Content is considered to be used if some games within a subscription are played during the current billing cycle or if any benefits or discounts included in the subscription have been used, consumed, modified, modified, or transferred. For example, you can
cancel an active subscription at any time by going to your account information. Once canceled, your subscription will no longer automatically renew, but you'll retain access to your subscription content and benefits until the end of your current billing cycle. Steam hardware In the applicable time frame
identified in the Hardware Return Policy, for any reason, you can request a refund for steam hardware and accessories purchased through Steam. You must send us your hardware back within fourteen (14) days after requesting a refund, following the instructions we give you. Check out the Hardware
Refund Policy for detailed guidance on the refund and cancellation process for steam hardware and accessories. Refunds to packages You can get a full refund for any package purchased on the Steam Store, as long as none of the items in the package have been transferred, and if the combined time of
use of all items in the package is less than two hours. If the package includes an in-game item or a cannot be restored DLC, Steam will tell you if the entire package is refundable during check-out. Purchases made outside Steam Valve cannot provide refunds for purchases outside steam (for example, CD
keys or Steam wallet cards purchased from third parties). VAC Bans If your Valve Anti-Cheat (VAC) system has denied you access to the game, you lose your right to a refund for that game. Video content We are not able to offer refunds for video content on Steam (e.g. movies, shorts, series, episodes
and tutorials), unless the video is bundled with other (non-video) feedback. Cashback on gifts Unchated gifts can be refunded within the standard 14-day/two-hour refund period. Redeemed gifts can be returned on the same terms if the gift recipient initiates a refund. The funds used to buy the gift will be
returned to the original purchase. RIGHT TO WITHDRAW FROM THE EU For an explanation of how the EU's right to withdraw for steam customers works, click here. The abuse refund is designed to eliminate the risk of buying titles on Steam - not as a way to get free games. If you feel like you're
abusing refunds, we can stop offering them to you. We do not consider it an abuse to claim a refund for a title purchased shortly before the sale, and refuse to do so immediately za prodajnu cijenu. Možete zatražiti povrat novca ili dobiti drugu pomoć pri kupnji na Steamu u help.steampowered.com.
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Wingman VR Supported Action, Flight, Indie, Simulation Worms Rumble Multiplayer, Battle Royale, 2.5D, Arena Shooter The Life and Suffering of Sir Brante — Chapter 1&amp;2 Diplomacy, Choose Your Own , Interaktivna fantastika, Upravljanje *NOVO* SCUFFED EPIC BHOP SIMULATOR 2023 (POG
CHAMP) Casual , Akcija, Simulacija, Open World Children of Silentown: Prolog Horror, Point &amp; Click, Female Protagonist, 2D Amazing Cultivation Simulator Simulation, RPG, Strategy, Indie Football Manager 2021 Sports, Simulation, Management, Singleplayer Super Buckyball Tournament
Preseason Party Game, Sports, Team-Based, eSports Super Buckyball Tournament Preseason Party Game, Sports, Team-Based, eSports Firefighting Simulator - The Squad Simulation , Multiplayer, Akcija, Singleplayer Naš život: Počeci i uvijek romantika , Vizualni roman, Prilagodba likova, LGBTQ +
Yakuza: Poput zmaja RPG, Akcija, Avantura, JRPG Potreba za brzinom™ Vruća potjera Remastered Combat Racing, Racing, Driving, Open World Cyberpunk 2077 Cyberpunk, Otvoreni svijet, RPG, Futuristički protu-štrajk: Globalna ofenziva - Operacija Prekinuta fang akcija, Besplatno za igru, FPS,
Multiplayer Planet Zoo: Vodeni paket simulacija, Strategija, Casual, Sandbox kisik nije uključen - razmaknut! Indie, Simulacija, Rani pristup STAR WARS™ Battlefront™ II Multiplayer, FPS, Shooter, pucačina iz trećeg lica među nama multiplayer, online co-op, prostor, socijalni odbitak phasmophobia VR
podržava horor, online co-op, multiplayer, psihološki horor Dugo mračno otvoreno svijet opstanak obrt, opstanak, otvoreni svijet, istraživanje STAR WARS™ Battlefront™ Bundle Shooter, Multiplayer, Prostor, Sci-fi Red Dead Online Akcija, Avantura, Multiplayer, Western Per Base Building, Colony Sim
City Simulacija Lov: Showdown Multiplayer, Opstanak, Horor, Shooter Zadovoljavajuća osnovna zgrada, Automatizacija, Crafting, Open World Phoenix Point: Year One Edition Tactical, Turn-Based Strategy, Grand Strategy, Third-person Shooter Football Manager 2021 Sports, Simulation, Management,
Singleplayer Creeper World 4 Strategy, Indie, RTS, Casual Raft Survival, Open World Survival Craft, Multiplayer, Co-op Terraforming Mars - Prelude Strategy, Multiplayer, Board Game, Tabletop STAR WARS™ Battlefront Shooter, Sci-fi , Strategija, Avantura Total War: WARHAMMER II - Uvrnuta &amp;
Strategija sumraka, Akcija, Nasilni, Fantasy Pozadina Motor Utilities, Mature, Softver, Anime Baldur's Gate 3 Early Access, RPG, Dungeons &amp; Dragons, Choices Matter CS:GO Prime Status Upgrade FPS, Shooter, Multiplayer, Competitive Project Wingman VR Supported Action, Flight, Indie,
Simulation Kingdoms Reborn City Builder, Colony Sim, Base Building, Management The Elder Scrolls® Online RPG , MMORPG, Otvoreni svijet, Masivno multiplayer pobuna: Sandstorm FPS, Realno, Pucač, Akcija Potreba za brzinom™ Vruća potjera Remastered Combat Racing, Racing, Vožnja, Open
World Tabletop Simulator VR podržani tabletop, igra na ploči, simulacija, Multiplayer Battlefield 4™ Multiplayer, FPS, Akcija, Strijelac Vidi više: Top prodavači ili globalni top prodavači Unto The End Adventure, Akcija, Cinematic, Atmosferski Cyberpunk 2077 Cyberpunk, Open World, RPG, Futuristička
ljubav Tavern Simulacija , Seksualni sadržaj, upravljanje vremenom, izgradnja Orwellove životinjske farme politička, Ručno nacrtana, Point &amp; Click, Narration Alba: A Wildlife Adventure Casual, Female Protagonist, Adventure, 3D Killer: Infected One of Us Multiplayer, Space, Social Deduction, 3D
Medal of Honor™: Above and Beyond VR Only Action, Action Roguelike, Wargame, First-Person Cyber Crush 2069 Casual, Simulation, Puzzle, Match 3 BOMJMAN Indie, Action, Violent, Gore Calico Casual , Simulacija, Puzzle, Match 3 BOMJMAN Indie, Action, Violent, Gore Calico Casual, Simulacija,
Puzzle, Match 3 BOMJMAN Indie, Action, Violent, Gore Calico Casual, Simulacija, Puzzle , Indie, RPG Spellbreak Fantazija, Anime, Magic, PvP Ruka Merlin RPG-a, Strategija, Indie, Turn-Based Radio the Universe Action, Cinematic, 2D, Indie Dealer's Life 2 Trading, Memes, Management, Immersive
Sim Love n Dream: Virtualna sreća Seksualni sadržaj, Golotinja, Kartaška igra , Dungeon Crawler Ne boji se prvog licu, Horor, Opstanak, Hodanje Simulator Drevni gradovi Strategija, Grad Graditelj, Povijesni, Moddable Zagonetka Romantika, Casual , Priča bogata, Vizualni roman Krivulja Groznica
Akcija, Massively Multiplayer, Indie, PvP Wattam Indie, Casual, Adventure, Cute Crunch Element VR Only Action, Indie, Early Access, VR Long Live Caesar Early Access, PvE, Turn-Based Strategy, Time Management ORX Casual, RPG, Tower Defense , Card Game Love, Money, Rock'n'Roll Visual
Novel, Story Rich, Anime, Great Soundtrack Override 2: Super Mech League Action, Fighting, 3D , 3D OMORI Psychological Horror, Horror, Pixel Graphics, Indie Feared Project Action, Adventure, Simulation, SILENT DOOM Indie Strategy, Action, Adventure, Flowering Simulation: Memories JRPG,
RPG, Story Rich, Hack and Slash Scathe Scathe Above, Violent, Co-op See more: Upcoming STAR WARS releases™ Battlefront™ II Multiplayer, FPS, Sagittarius, Third Person Shooter Long Dark Open World Survival Craft, Survival, Open World, Research Hunt: Showdown Multiplayer, Survival,
Horror, Shooter Battlefield 4™ Multiplayer, FPS, Action, Shooter Riots: Sandstorm FPS, Realistic, Shooter, Action Older Coys® Online RPG, MMORPG, Open World, Massive Multiplayer Need for Speed™ Hot Pursuit Remastered Combat Racing , Racing, Driving, Open World STAR WARS™ Battlefront
Shooter, Sci-fi, Strategy, Adventure Partisans 1941 Strategy, Real Time Tactics, World War II, Stealth Amnesia: Revival Horror, Adventure, Indie, Survival Horror Gang Beasts Physics, Funny, Colorful, Multiplayer In Silence Early Approach, Horror, Multiplayer, Online Co-op Destiny 2: Shadowkeep
Adventure, Action, Looter Shooter, FPS Survivalists Crafting, Adventure, Online Co-Op, Singleplayer Dead Space™ , Horror, Sci-fi, Survival Space Haven Simulation , Strategy, Base Building, Space They Are Billions Colony Sim, Base Building, Strategy, Survival Destiny 2: Abandoned Adventure, Action,
Multiplayer, MMORPG Last Epoch RPG, Action, Hack and Slash, Action RPG Worms W.M.D Strategy, Action, MultiPlayer, Funny Saints Row IV: Game of the Century Action, Adventure, Open World, Comedy Golf with Your Friends Multiplayer, Casual, Mini Golf, Sports Dawn Man City Builder Colony
Sim, Strategy, Survival Frostpunk Survival, City Builder, Strategy, Resource Plant Management vs. Zombies: Battle for Neighborville™ Third Person Sagittarius, Hero Sagittarius, PvE, Casual Driftland: Magic Revival Strategy, Simulation, God Game, City Builder Startup Company Simulation,
Management, Strategy, Economy Endzone - World Apart Strategy, City Builder, Simulation, Survival, Indie, Strategy, Adventure Free Suit Larry - Wet Dreams Does Not Dry Adventure, Comedy, Retro, Point &amp; Click Space Space , Sandbox, Building, Multiplayer UnderMine Action Roguelike,
Roguelite, Pixel Graphics, Dungeon Crawler Battlefield 3™ Action, Shooter, Singleplayer, FPS South Park™: The Fractured But Whole™ RPG, Comedy, Dark Humor, Funny MODDHAU Multiplayer, Medieval, First-Person, Online Co-Op Comedy Night Immersive Sim, Life Sim, Casual, PvP Stoneshard
RP , Strategy, Roguelike, Singleplayer Saints Row: Third - The Full Action Action Package, Open World, Comedy, Co-op Barotrauma Survival, Multiplayer , Co-op, Simulation Railroad Corporation Strategy, Trains, Management, Historical Page 7 Valve respects the privacy of its online visitors and
customers of its products and services and complies with applicable laws to protect your privacy, including, without limitation, the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA), the European Union General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR and the Swiss EU Privacy and Privacy Shield Frameworks). 1.
Definitions Wherever we talk about personal data below, we think any information they can identify you as an individual (PersonalLy Identifiable Information) or who may indirectly link to you by linking to personal recognition information. Valve also processes anonymous data, aggregated or not, to analyze
and produce statistics related to habits, usage patterns, and customer demographics as a group or as individuals. Such anonymous information does not allow the identification of the customers to which they relate. Valve may share anonymous data, bulk or not, with third parties. Other capitalised terms
in this Privacy Act have meanings defined in the Steam Subscribers Agreement (SSA). 2. Why valve collects and processes a data valve collects and processes personal data for the following reasons: a) where it is necessary to provide a fully prominent gaming service with you for the performance of our
contract with you and deliver related content and services; b) if compliance with the legal obligations to which we are subject is required (e.g. our obligations to keep certain information in accordance with tax laws); c) where necessary for the purposes of the legitimate and legal interests of Valve or a third
party (e.g. the interests of our other customers), unless such interests are outweighed by your overriding legitimate interests and rights; or d) where you have given your consent to do so. These reasons for collecting and processing personal data determine and limit what personal data we collect and how
we use it (section 3 below), how long we store it (section 4 below), who has access to it (Section 5 below), and what rights and other control mechanisms are available to you as a user (section 6 below). 3. Types and data sources We collect 3.1 basic account information When setting up an account
Valve will collect your email address and country of residence. You are also required to choose a username and password. Providing this information is necessary to register a steam account. During the setting up of your account, the account is automatically added to a number (Steam ID) that is later
used to reference your account without directly exposing personal identification information about you. We do not require you to specify or use your real name to set up a steam account. 3.2 Transaction and payment information To make a transaction on Steam (e.g. to purchase Content and Service
Subscriptions or to finance your Steam wallet), you may need to provide Valve with payment information to enable the transaction. If you pay by credit card, you must provide Valve with typical credit card information (name, address, credit card number, expiration date and security code), which Valve will
process and transfer to the payment service provider of your choice to enable the transaction and perform anti-fraud checks. Likewise, Valve will receive data from your payment service provider for the same reasons. 3.3 Other information you explicitly submit We will also collect personal data processing
whenever explicitly provide it to us or send it as part of your communication with others on Steam, e.g. Steam. This information includes: information you publish, comment on, or track in any of our content and services; Information sent via chat; Information you provide when you request information or
support from us or purchase content and services from us, including information necessary to process your orders with the relevant merchant by payment or, in the case of physical goods, delivery service providers; Information you provide to us when participating in competitions, competitions and
tournaments or responding to surveys, e.g. 3.4 Your use of steam client and website We collect various information through your general interaction with steam's websites, content and services. The personal data we collect may include, but are not limited to, browser and device information, data collected
through automated electronic interactions, and app usage data. Likewise, we will monitor your process on our websites and apps to confirm that you are not a bot and optimize our services. 3.5 Your use of games and other subscriptions In order to provide you with services, we must collect, store and use
various information about your activity in our content and services. Content-related information includes your Steam ID, as well as what is commonly called game statistics. By game statistics, we mean information about your game preferences, game progress, game time, as well as information about the
device you're using, including the operating system you're using, device settings, unique device identifiers, and crash data. 3.6 Tracking data and cookies We use Cookies, which are text files placed on your computer, and similar technologies (e.g. web signals, pixels, ad tags and device identifiers) to
analyze how users use our services, as well as improve the services we offer, to improve the marketing, analytics or functionality of the website. The use of cookies is standard online. Although most web browsers automatically accept cookies, deciding whether or not to accept it is yours. You can
customize your browser settings to prevent cookies from receiving or to provide a notification whenever a cookie is sent to you. You can refuse to use cookies by selecting the appropriate settings in your browser. The management of the use of cookies for each browser is further detailed on the following
help page: . However, keep on keep on at the beginning that if you do, you may not be able to access the full functionality of our websites. When you visit any of our services, our servers record your IP address, which is a number that is automatically assigned to a network that is part of your computer. 3.7
Content Recommendations We can process the information collected this section 3 so that the content, products and services displayed on the Steam Store pages and in the updated messages displayed at the launch of Steam Client can be tailored to your needs and populated with relevant
recommendations and offers. This is done to improve your user experience. You can prevent your data from being processed in this way by turning off automatic steam store page loading and Steam notifications under Steam Client Settings Interface. Subject to your separate consent or if expressly
permitted under applicable email marketing laws, Valve may send you marketing messages about products and services offered by Valve to your email address. In this case, we may also use your collected information to customize such marketing messages, as well as to collect information about whether



you have opened such messages and what links you have followed in their text. You can opt out or withdraw consent to receive marketing emails at any time by dragging consent on the same page where you previously provided it, or by clicking on the unsuse link found in each marketing email. 3.8
Information necessary to detect violations We collect certain information necessary for our detection, investigation and prevention of fraud, cheating and other violations of the SSA and applicable laws (Violations). This data is used only for the purpose of detection, research, prevention and, where
applicable, actions in accordance with such violations and are stored only for the minimum time necessary for this purpose. If the data indicates that an infringement has occurred, we will additionally store the information for the establishment, enforcement or defence of legal claims during the applicable
statute of limitations or until the legal case relating to it is resolved. Please note that specific data stored for this purpose cannot be disclosed to you if disclosure will compromise the mechanism through which we detect, investigate and prevent such breaches. 4. How long we store data We will store your
data only as long as necessary to fulfill the purposes for which the data is collected and processed or - where applicable law provides for a longer storage and retention period - for the storage and retention period required by law. After that, your personal data will be deleted, blocked or anonymized, as
provided for by applicable law. Specifically: If you terminate your Steam account, your personal information will be marked for deletion, except to the extent that legal requirements or other prevailing legitimate purposes dictate longer storage. In certain cases, personal data cannot be completely deleted to
ensure consistency of the gaming experience or steam community market. For example, matches you have played that affect other players' matchup data and results will not be deleted; instead, your connection to these matches will be permanently anonymized. Have find that Valve keep certain
transaction data in accordance with legal commercial and tax law for a period of up to ten (10) years. If you withdraw the consent on which the processing of your personal data or your child's personal data is based, we will delete your personal or your child's personal data without undue delay to the extent
that the collection and processing of personal data was based on withdrawn consent. If you exercise the right to object to the processing of your personal data, we will review your complaint and delete your personal data that we have processed for the purposes to which you have objected without undue
delay, unless there is another legal basis for processing and retaining this data or if the applicable law does not require us to retain the data. 5. Whoever has access to the data valve does not sell personal data. However, we may share or provide access to each of the categories of personal data we
collect as needed for the following business purposes. 5.1 Valve and its subsidiaries may share your personal data with each other and use it to the extent necessary to achieve the above purposes in Section 2. In the event of a reorganization, sale or merger, we may transfer personal information to the
relevant third party subject to applicable laws. 5.2 We may also share your personal information with our third-party service providers who provide customer support services in connection with goods, content and services distributed through Steam. Your personal data will be used in accordance with this
Privacy Policy and only if necessary to perform customer support services. 5.3 In accordance with internet standards, certain information (including your IP address and the identification of steam content you wish to access) may also be shared with our third-party network service providers who provide
online content delivery services and game server services in connection with Steam. Our content delivery network providers enable the delivery of the digital content you requested, e.g. 5.4 Google Analytics Our website uses Google Analytics, a web analytics service provided by Google, Inc. (Google).
Google Analytics uses cookies to help website operators analyze how visitors use the site. The information generated by the visitor site usage cookie will be generally transmitted and stored by Google on servers in the United States. IP anonymization is activated on this website. The IP addresses of
users visiting Steam will be shortened. Only in exceptional cases will the full IP address be transferred to a Google server in the United States and shortened there. On behalf of the website operator, Google will use this information for the purpose of evaluating the website for its users, to compiled reports
on the site's activities and to provide other services relating to internet usage for website operators. Google will not associate the IP address transmitted in the context of Google Analytics with other data held by Google. You can refuse to use cookies by selecting the appropriate settings in your browser.
However, keep on at the beginning that in this case you may not be able to use the full functionality of this website. You can learn more about how Google Analytics collects and uses data in www.google.com/policies/privacy/partners. Furthermore, you can prevent Google from collecting and processing
data about your use of the website by downloading and installing the browser plug-in via the following link: . 5.5 We make certain information related to your Steam account available to other players and our partners through the STEAMWORKS API. This information can be accessed by anyone by asking
about your Steam ID. At the very least, the public persona name you chose to represent you on Steam and your avatar image is available this way, as well as whether you got a multiplayer cheating ban. The accessibility of all additional information about you can be controlled through the Steam
community user profile page; information that is publicly available on your profile page can be accessed automatically through the Steamworks API. In addition to publicly available information, game developers and publishers have access to certain information from steamworks API that relates directly to
users of games they manage. This information includes as a minimum your ownership of the game in question. Depending on which steamworks services are implemented in the game, it may also include ranking information, your in-game progress, achievements you have completed, your multiplayer
matchmaking information, in-game items and other information needed to manage the game and provide support for it. For more information about which Steamworks services a particular game has implemented, browse its store page. While we do not knowingly share personally identifiable information
about you through steamworks API such as your real name or your email address, any information you share about yourself on the public Steam Profile can be accessed through steamworks API, including information that can identify you. 5.6 The Steam community includes bulletin boards, forums and/or
chat areas, where users can exchange ideas and communicate with each other. When posting a message on a board, forum, or chat area, keep the information publicly available online; therefore, do so at your own risk. If your personal information is published on one of our community forums against your
will, use the reporting function and help site on Steam to request its removal. 5.7 Valve can allow you to connect your Steam account to an account offered by a third party. If you agree to link accounts, may also collect and information you have allowed Valve to receive from a third party with your Steam
account information up to the degree permitted by your consent at that time. If connecting an account requires the transfer of information about your person from Valve to a third party, you will be notified before the connection occurs and you will be given the opportunity to consent to the connection and
transfer of your data. The use of your data by a third party will be subject to a third-party privacy policy, which we encourage you to review. 5.8 Valve may disclose personal information in accordance with court orders or laws and regulations that require us to disclose such information. 6. Your rights and
control mechanisms Data Protection Laws of the European Economic Area, California and other territories grant their residents certain rights in relation to their personal data. While other jurisdictions may provide fewer legal rights, we make the tools intended to exercise such rights available to our
customers worldwide. To enable you to exercise your data protection rights in an easy way, we provide a dedicated section on the Steam support page. This allows you to access your personal data, allows you to correct and delete it where necessary, and to oppose its use where you deem it necessary.
To access it, sign in to steam support page and select my account menu items - &gt; information related to your steam account. In most cases, you can access, manage, or delete personal information in the privacy dashboard, but you can also contact Valve with questions or requests through the contact
processes described in sections 8 and 10 below. As a resident of the European Economic Area, you have the following rights in relation to your personal data: 6.1 Right of access. You have the right to access your personal data we hold about you, i.e. the right to free (i) data regardless of whether your
personal data is retained, (ii) access and/or (iii) duplicates of retained personal data. You can use the right to access personal data through the Privacy Dashboard. If the request affects the rights and freedoms of others or is manifestly unfounded or excessive, we reserve the right to charge reasonable
compensation (taking into account the administrative costs of providing information or communication or taking the requested action) or refuse to act on the request. 6.2 Right to rectification. If we process your personal data, we will endeavour to ensure that your personal data is accurate and up-to-date
for the purposes for which it was collected by implementing appropriate measures. If your personal information is inaccurate or incomplete, you can change the information you provided through the Privacy Dashboard. 6.3. Right to erasure. You have the right to obtain the deletion of personal data relating
to you if the reason why we might collect it (see section 2 above) there is a or if there is another legal basis for erasing it. For individual items of personal information, edit it through the Privacy Dashboard or request deletion through the Steam support page. You can also request to delete your Steam
account through the Steam support page. As a result of deleting your Steam account, you will lose access to steam services, including a Steam user account, subscriptions and game-related information related to a Steam user account, and the ability to access other services for which you use a Steam
user account. We allow you to restore your Steam account during a 30 (thirty) day grace period from the moment you request the deletion of your Steam account. This functionality allows you not to lose your account by mistake, due to loss of account credentials or due to hacking. During the suspension
period, we will be able to complete financial and other activities that you may have initiated before sending a request to delete your Steam account. After a grace period, the personal data associated with your account will be deleted in accordance with Section 4. Above. In some cases, deleting your
Steam account, and therefore deleting personal information, is complicated. Specifically, if your account has a business relationship with Valve, for example because of your game developer work, you will only be able to delete your Steam account after you have uploaded this role to another user or have
broken up your business relationship. In some cases, given the complexity and number of requests, the period of deletion of personal data may be extended, but not more than two further months. 6.4 Right to object. Where our processing of your personal data is based on legitimate interests in
accordance with Article 6(1),.c 3. If you object, we will no longer process your personal data unless there are compelling and overriding legitimate reasons for processing as described in Article 21, in particular where the data is necessary for the establishment, execution or defence of legal claims. You
also have the right to lodge a complaint with the supervisory authority. 6.5 Right to restrict the processing of your personal data You have the right to obtain a restriction on the processing of your personal data under the terms of Article 18. 6.6 The right to the portability of personal data You have the right
to receive your personal data in a structured, commonly used and machine-readable format and you have the right to transfer this information to another controller under the terms of Article 20. The valve makes your personal information available in structured HTML format through the privacy dashboard
as described above. 6.7 Right to post-mortem control of your personal data If french data protection legislation applies to you, you have the right to establish guidelines for deletion and transfer of personal data after your death in accordance with Article 40-1 of Law No 1. 78-17 from January 6, 1978 on
information, technology, data files and civil liberties. 7. Children The minimum age to create a user account on Steam is 13. Valve will not knowingly collect personal information from children under this age. If certain countries apply a higher age of consent to the collection of personal data, Valve requires
parental consent before a Steam user account can be created and personal data associated with it can be collected. Valve encourages parents to instruct their children never to provide personal information when they are online. 8. Contact details You can contact Valve's data protection officer at the
address below. Although we review every request sent by post, keep an order that to combat fraud, harassment, and phishing, the only way to access, correct, or delete your information is by signing in to your Steam account at and selecting menu items -&gt; My Account -&gt; View account information.
Valve Corporation Att. Data Protection Officer P.O. Box 1688 Bellevue, WA 98009 European Data Protection Representative: Valve GmbH Att. Legal Rödingsmarkt 9 D-20459 Hamburg Germany 9. Additional information for users from the European Economic Area, uk and Switzerland Valve and TR
Technical Services Inc., its whoered US subsidiaries (together Valve) comply with the EU-US-US privacy framework. A privacy framework set by the U.S. Department of Commerce regarding the collection, use and retention of personal data transferred from the European Union and Switzerland to the
United States. Valve confirmed to the Commerce Department that it complies with privacy principles. If there is any conflict between the terms in these privacy policies and privacy principles, privacy principles are governed. To learn more about Privacy and see our certificate, visit . In accordance with
privacy principles, Valve undertakes to resolve complaints about our collection or use of your personal data. Individuals from the EU and Switzerland with inquiries or complaints about our privacy policy should contact Valve here first. If you have unresolved privacy concerns or data usage that we have
not satisfactorily resolved, please contact our U.S.-based third-party dispute resolution provider (free of charge) . As explained in the Privacy Documentation ( certain remaining claims that have not been resolved by other means may be subject to binding arbitration. In this case, the arbitration option will
be available to you. Principles privacy describe Valve's liability for personal information that it subsequently transfers to a third-party agent. Side. valve will remain liable if third-party agents process personal data in a manner that does not comply with the principles unless Valve proves that it is not
responsible for the event that caused the damage. The Federal Trade Commission is responsible for Valve's compliance with Privacy Protection. 10. Additional information for California ccpa users gives California residents certain privacy rights regarding the personal information we collect. We are
committed to respecting these rights and respecting the CCPA. The following explains these rights and Valve's practices in relation to them. The right to know. According to the CCPA, you have the right to request that we disclose to you what personal data we collect, use, disclose and sell. Right to
request deletion. You also have the right to request the deletion of personal data held in our possession, subject to certain exceptions. For example, your request to delete data may affect your use of Steam in some cases, and we may refuse to delete the information for the reasons set out in these Privacy
Policies or as permitted by the CCPA. The other rights. The CCPA also gives California residents the right to give up selling their personal information. As described in section 5, we do not sell personal data and have not done so in the past 12 months. You also have the right to be notified of our practices
when or before collecting your personal data. Finally, you have the right not to be discriminated against for exercising your rights under the CCPA. Exercising your rights. The primary way to access, manage, or delete your personal information is through the Privacy Dashboard, as described in section 6 of
these policies. Users can also delete their Steam account and related personal information as described in section 6.3 of this Privacy Policy. If you are unable to access or delete data through the Privacy Dashboard, you can also contact us with a request to use these rights using the form . To verify your
identity, you'll need to sign in to your Steam account to use the form. Finally, you can contact us with a request at questions@valvesoftware.com, however, before enabling access to or deleting any personal information, based on a request received via email, we will need to verify your identity using the
Proof of Ownership process described in . You may designate, in writing or through power of power of power of law, an authorised agent to request on your behalf that you exercise your rights under the CCPA. Before accepting such a request from an agent, we will require the agent to provide proof that
you have authorized him to act on your behalf and you may need to verify your identity directly with us. Categories, sources, purposes and recipients of the data we collect. Over the past 12 months, we have collected categories of The personal information described in section 3 of this privacy policy. The
sources from which we collect personal data and the purposes for which we collect and process it are described in sections 2 and 3. Over the past 12 months, we have published each of the categories of personal data with third-party categories for business purposes as described in Section 5. Audit date:
28 July 2020, 8 Valve respects the privacy of its online visitors and customers of its products and services and complies with applicable laws to protect your privacy, including, without limitation, the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA), the European Union General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
and the Swiss privacy and privacy frameworks of the EU. 1. Definitions Wherever we talk about the personal information below, we mean any information that may identify you as an individual (PersonalLy Identifiable Information) or that may indirectly be linked to you by linking to personal recognition
information. Valve also processes anonymous data, aggregated or not, to analyze and produce statistics related to habits, usage patterns, and customer demographics as a group or as individuals. Such anonymous information does not allow the identification of the customers to which they relate. Valve
may share anonymous data, bulk or not, with third parties. Other capitalised terms in this Privacy Act have meanings defined in the Steam Subscribers Agreement (SSA). 2. Why valve collects and processes a data valve collects and processes personal data for the following reasons: a) where it is
necessary to provide a fully prominent gaming service with you for the performance of our contract with you and deliver related content and services; b) if compliance with the legal obligations to which we are subject is required (e.g. our obligations to keep certain information in accordance with tax laws);
c) where necessary for the purposes of the legitimate and legal interests of Valve or a third party (e.g. the interests of our other customers), unless such interests are outweighed by your overriding legitimate interests and rights; or d) where you have given your consent to do so. These reasons for
collecting and processing personal data determine and limit what personal data we collect and how we use it (section 3 below), how long we store it (section 4 below), who has access to it (Section 5 below), and what rights and other control mechanisms are available to you as a user (section 6 below). 3.
Types and data sources We collect 3.1 basic account information When setting up an account Valve will collect your email address and country of residence. You are also required to choose a username and password. Providing this information is necessary to register a steam account. During account
setup, the account is automatically provided with a number (Steam ID) that is later used to refer to your account without directly referring to your account Personally identifying information about you. We do not require you to specify or use your real name to set up a steam account. 3.2 Transaction and
payment information To make a transaction on Steam (e.g. to purchase Content and Service Subscriptions or to finance your Steam wallet), you may need to provide Valve with payment information to enable the transaction. If you pay by credit card, you must provide Valve with typical credit card
information (name, address, credit card number, expiration date and security code), which Valve will process and transfer to the payment service provider of your choice to enable the transaction and perform anti-fraud checks. Likewise, Valve will receive data from your payment service provider for the
same reasons. 3.3 Other information that you explicitly provide We will also collect personal data processing whenever you explicitly provide it to us or send it to us as part of communication with others on Steam, e.g. This information includes: information you publish, comment on, or track in any of our
content and services; Information sent via chat; Information you provide when you request information or support from us or purchase content and services from us, including information necessary to process your orders with the relevant merchant by payment or, in the case of physical goods, delivery
service providers; Information you provide to us when participating in competitions, competitions and tournaments or responding to surveys, e.g. 3.4 Your use of steam client and website We collect various information through your general interaction with steam's websites, content and services. The
personal data we collect may include, but are not limited to, browser and device information, data collected through automated electronic interactions, and app usage data. Likewise, we will monitor your process on our websites and apps to confirm that you are not a bot and optimize our services. 3.5 Your
use of games and other subscriptions In order to provide you with services, we must collect, store and use various information about your activity in our content and services. Content-related information includes your Steam ID, as well as what is commonly called game statistics. By game statistics, we
mean information about your game preferences, game progress, game time, as well as information about the device you're using, including the operating system you're using, device settings, unique device identifiers, and crash data. 3.6 Tracking data and cookies We use Cookies, which are text files
placed on your computer, and similar technologies (e.g. web signals, pixels, ad tags and device identifiers) to analyze how users use our services, as well as improve the services we offer, to improve the marketing, analytics or functionality of the website. The use of cookies is standard Internet. Although
most web browsers automatically accept cookies, deciding whether or not to accept it is yours. You can customize your browser settings to prevent cookies from receiving or to provide a notification whenever a cookie is sent to you. You can refuse to use cookies by selecting the appropriate settings in
your browser. The management of the use of cookies for each browser is further detailed on the following help page: . However, keep on keep on at the beginning that if you do, you may not be able to access the full functionality of our websites. When you visit any of our services, our servers record your
IP address, which is a number that is automatically assigned to a network that is part of your computer. 3.7 Content recommendations We may process the information collected in this Section 3 so that the content, products and services displayed on the Steam Store pages and in the updated messages
displayed at the launch of Steam Client can be tailored to your needs and clouded with relevant recommendations and offers. This is done to improve your user experience. You can prevent your data from being processed in this way by turning off automatic steam store page loading and Steam
notifications under Steam Client Settings Interface. Subject to your separate consent or if expressly permitted under applicable email marketing laws, Valve may send you marketing messages about products and services offered by Valve to your email address. In this case, we may also use your
collected information to customize such marketing messages, as well as to collect information about whether you have opened such messages and what links you have followed in their text. You can opt out or withdraw consent to receive marketing emails at any time by dragging consent on the same
page where you previously provided it, or by clicking on the unsuse link found in each marketing email. 3.8 Information necessary to detect violations We collect certain information necessary for our detection, investigation and prevention of fraud, cheating and other violations of the SSA and applicable
laws (Violations). This data is used only for the purpose of detection, research, prevention and, where applicable, actions in accordance with such violations and are stored only for the minimum time necessary for this purpose. If the data indicates that an infringement has occurred, we will additionally
store the information for the establishment, enforcement or defence of legal claims during the applicable statute of limitations or until the legal case relating to it is resolved. Please note that specific data stored for this purpose cannot be disclosed to you if disclosure will compromise the mechanism
through which we detect, investigate and prevent such breaches. 4. How long we store data will only store your data for as long as necessary to fulfil the purposes for which it is collected and processed or – if applicable law provides for a longer period of storage and retention – for the period of storage
and retention required by law. After that, your personal data will be deleted, blocked or anonymized, as provided for by applicable law. Specifically: If you terminate your Steam account, your personal information will be marked for deletion, except to the extent that legal requirements or other prevailing
legitimate purposes dictate longer storage. In certain cases, personal data cannot be completely deleted to ensure consistency of the gaming experience or steam community market. For example, matches you have played that affect other players' matchup data and results will not be deleted; instead,
your connection to these matches will be permanently anonymized. Please note that Valve is obliged to retain certain transactional data under legal commercial and tax law for a period of up to ten (10) years. If you withdraw the consent on which the processing of your personal data or your child's
personal data is based, we will delete your personal or your child's personal data without undue delay to the extent that the collection and processing of personal data was based on withdrawn consent. If you exercise the right to object to the processing of your personal data, we will review your complaint
and delete your personal data that we have processed for the purposes to which you have objected without undue delay, unless there is another legal basis for processing and retaining this data or if the applicable law does not require us to retain the data. 5. Whoever has access to the data valve does
not sell personal data. However, we may share or provide access to each of the categories of personal data we collect as needed for the following business purposes. 5.1 Valve and its subsidiaries may share your personal data with each other and use it to the extent necessary to achieve the above
purposes in Section 2. In the event of a reorganization, sale or merger, we may transfer personal information to the relevant third party subject to applicable laws. 5.2 We may also share your personal information with our third-party service providers who provide customer support services in connection
with goods, content and services distributed through Steam. Your personal data will be used in accordance with this Privacy Policy and only if necessary to perform customer support services. 5.3 In accordance with internet standards, certain information (including your IP address and the identification of
steam content you wish to access) may also be shared with our third-party network service providers who provide online content delivery services and game server services in connection with Steam. Our content delivery network service providers enable you to deliver the digital content you requested,
e.g. 5.4 Google Analytics Our website uses Google Analytics, a web analytics service provided by Google, Inc. (Google). Google Analytics uses cookies to help website operators analyze how visitors use the site. The information generated by the visitor site usage cookie will be generally transmitted and
stored by Google on servers in the United States. IP anonymization is activated on this website. The IP addresses of users visiting Steam will be shortened. Only in exceptional cases will the full IP address be transferred to a Google server in the United States and shortened there. On behalf of the
website operator, Google will use this information for the purpose of evaluating the website for its users, to compiled reports on website activity and provide other services related to website activity and internet usage for website operators. Google will not associate the IP address transmitted in the context
of Google Analytics with other data held by Google. You can refuse to use cookies by selecting the appropriate settings in your browser. However, keep on at the beginning that in this case you may not be able to use the full functionality of this website. You can learn more about how Google Analytics
collects and uses data in www.google.com/policies/privacy/partners. Furthermore, you can prevent Google from collecting and processing data about your use of the website by downloading and installing the browser plug-in via the following link: . 5.5 We make certain information related to your Steam
account available to other players and our partners through the STEAMWORKS API. This information can be accessed by anyone by asking about your Steam ID. At the very least, the public persona name you chose to represent you on Steam and your avatar image is available this way, as well as
whether you got a multiplayer cheating ban. The accessibility of all additional information about you can be controlled through the Steam community user profile page; information that is publicly available on your profile page can be accessed automatically through the Steamworks API. In addition to
publicly available information, game developers and publishers have access to certain information from steamworks API that relates directly to users of games they manage. This information includes as a minimum your ownership of the game in question. Depending on which steamworks services are
implemented in the game, it may also include ranking information, your in-game progress, achievements you have completed, your multiplayer matchmaking information, in-game items and other information needed to manage the game and provide support for it. For more information about which
Steamworks services a particular game has implemented, browse its store page. Although we do not knowingly share personally identified information about you through API's such as your real name or your email address, any information you share about yourself on your public Steam profile can be
accessed through the Steamworks API, including information that can identify you. 5.6 The Steam community includes bulletin boards, forums and/or chat areas, where users can exchange ideas and communicate with each other. When posting a message on a board, forum, or chat area, keep the
information publicly available online; therefore, do so at your own risk. If your personal information is published on one of our community forums against your will, use the reporting function and help site on Steam to request its removal. 5.7 Valve can allow you to connect your Steam account to an account
offered by a third party. If you agree to link accounts, Valve may collect and combine the information you have allowed Valve to receive from a third party with your Steam account information to the degree permitted by your consent at the time. If connecting an account requires the transfer of information
about your person from Valve to a third party, you will be notified before the connection occurs and you will be given the opportunity to consent to the connection and transfer of your data. The use of your data by a third party will be subject to a third-party privacy policy, which we encourage you to review.
5.8 Valve may disclose personal information in accordance with court orders or laws and regulations that require us to disclose such information. 6. Your rights and control mechanisms Data Protection Laws of the European Economic Area, California and other territories grant their residents certain rights
in relation to their personal data. While other jurisdictions may provide fewer legal rights, we make the tools intended to exercise such rights available to our customers worldwide. To enable you to exercise your data protection rights in an easy way, we provide a dedicated section on the Steam support
page. This allows you to access your personal data, allows you to correct and delete it where necessary, and to oppose its use where you deem it necessary. To access it, sign in to steam support page and select my account menu items - &gt; information related to your steam account. In most cases,
you can access, manage, or delete personal information in the privacy dashboard, but you can also contact Valve with questions or requests through the contact processes described in sections 8 and 10 below. As a resident of the European Economic Area, you have the following rights in relation to your
personal data: 6.1 Right of access. You have the right to access your personal data we hold about you, i.e. the right to free (i) data regardless of whether your personal data is retained, (ii) access and/or duplicates of retained personal data. You can use the right to access personal data Privacy dashboard.
If the request affects the rights and freedoms of others or is manifestly unfounded or excessive, we reserve the right to charge reasonable compensation (taking into account the administrative costs of providing information or communication or taking the requested action) or refuse to act on the request.
6.2 Right to rectification. If we process your personal data, we will endeavour to ensure that your personal data is accurate and up-to-date for the purposes for which it was collected by implementing appropriate measures. If your personal information is inaccurate or incomplete, you can change the
information you provided through the Privacy Dashboard. 6.3. Right to erasure. You have the right to delete personal data if the reason why we might collect it (see section 2 above) no longer exists or if there is another legal basis for deleting it. For individual items of personal information, edit it through
the Privacy Dashboard or request deletion through the Steam support page. You can also request to delete your Steam account through the Steam support page. As a result of deleting your Steam account, you will lose access to steam services, including a Steam user account, subscriptions and game-
related information related to a Steam user account, and the ability to access other services for which you use a Steam user account. We allow you to restore your Steam account during a 30 (thirty) day grace period from the moment you request the deletion of your Steam account. This functionality
allows you not to lose your account by mistake, due to loss of account credentials or due to hacking. During the suspension period, we will be able to complete financial and other activities that you may have initiated before sending a request to delete your Steam account. After a grace period, the
personal data associated with your account will be deleted in accordance with Section 4. Above. In some cases, deleting your Steam account, and therefore deleting personal information, is complicated. Specifically, if your account has a business relationship with Valve, for example because of your game
developer work, you will only be able to delete your Steam account after you have uploaded this role to another user or have broken up your business relationship. In some cases, given the complexity and number of requests, the period of deletion of personal data may be extended, but not more than two
further months. 6.4 Right to object. Where our processing of your personal data is based on legitimate interests in accordance with Article 6(1),.c 3. If you object, we will no longer process your personal data unless there are compelling and overriding legitimate reasons for processing as described in
Article 21, in particular where the data is necessary for the establishment, defence of legal claims. You also have the right to lodge a complaint with the supervisory authority. 6.5 Right to restrict the processing of your personal data You have the right to obtain a restriction on the processing of your
personal data under the terms of Article 18. 6.6 The right to the portability of personal data You have the right to receive your personal data in a structured, commonly used and machine-readable format and you have the right to transfer this information to another controller under the terms of Article 20.
The valve makes your personal information available in structured HTML format through the privacy dashboard as described above. 6.7 Right to post-mortem control of your personal data If French data protection legislation applies to you, you have the right to establish guidelines for the preservation,
deletion and transfer of personal data after your death in accordance with Article 40-1 of Act No 1 of the Regulation. 78-17 from January 6, 1978 on information, technology, data files and civil liberties. 7. Children The minimum age to create a user account on Steam is 13. Valve will not knowingly collect
personal information from children under this age. If certain countries apply a higher age of consent to the collection of personal data, Valve requires parental consent before a Steam user account can be created and personal data associated with it can be collected. Valve encourages parents to instruct
their children never to provide personal information when they are online. 8. Contact details You can contact Valve's data protection officer at the address below. Although we review every request sent by post, keep an order that to combat fraud, harassment, and phishing, the only way to access, correct,
or delete your information is by signing in to your Steam account at and selecting menu items -&gt; My Account -&gt; View account information. Valve Corporation Att. Data Protection Officer P.O. Box 1688 Bellevue, WA 98009 European Data Protection Representative: Valve GmbH Att. Legal
Rödingsmarkt 9 D-20459 Hamburg Germany 9. Additional information for users from the European Economic Area, uk and Switzerland Valve and TR Technical Services Inc., its whoered US subsidiaries (together Valve) comply with the EU-US-US privacy framework. A privacy framework set by the U.S.
Department of Commerce regarding the collection, use and retention of personal data transferred from the European Union and Switzerland to the United States. Valve confirmed to the Commerce Department that it complies with privacy principles. If there is any conflict between the terms in these privacy
policies and privacy principles, privacy principles are governed. To learn more about Privacy and see our certificate, visit . In accordance with privacy principles, Valve to resolve complaints about our collection or use of your personal data. Individuals from the EU and Switzerland with inquiries or
complaints about our privacy policy should contact Valve here first. If you have unresolved privacy concerns or data usage that we have not satisfactorily resolved, please contact our U.S.-based third-party dispute resolution provider (free of charge) . As explained in the Privacy Documentation ( certain
remaining claims that have not been resolved by other means may be subject to binding arbitration. In this case, the arbitration option will be available to you. Privacy Principles describe Valve's responsibility for personal information that he subsequently transfers to a third-party agent. Under the
principles, Valve remains liable if third-party agents process personal data in a manner that does not comply with the principles unless Valve proves that it is not responsible for an event that is to be harmed. The Federal Trade Commission is responsible for Valve's compliance with Privacy Protection. 10.
Additional information for California ccpa users gives California residents certain privacy rights regarding the personal information we collect. We are committed to respecting these rights and respecting the CCPA. The following explains these rights and Valve's practices in relation to them. The right to
know. According to the CCPA, you have the right to request that we disclose to you what personal data we collect, use, disclose and sell. Right to request deletion. You also have the right to request the deletion of personal data held in our possession, subject to certain exceptions. For example, your
request to delete data may affect your use of Steam in some cases, and we may refuse to delete the information for the reasons set out in these Privacy Policies or as permitted by the CCPA. The other rights. The CCPA also gives California residents the right to give up selling their personal information.
As described in section 5, we do not sell personal data and have not done so in the past 12 months. You also have the right to be notified of our practices when or before collecting your personal data. Finally, you have the right not to be discriminated against for exercising your rights under the CCPA.
Exercising your rights. The primary way to access, manage, or delete your personal information is through the Privacy Dashboard, as described in section 6 of these policies. Users can also delete their Steam account and related personal information as described in section 6.3 of this Privacy Policy. If you
are unable to access or delete data through the Privacy Dashboard, you can also contact us with a request to use these rights using the form . To verify your identity, You'll sign in with Steam Steam users to use the form. Finally, you can contact us with a request at questions@valvesoftware.com,
however, before enabling access to or deleting any personal information, based on a request received via email, we will need to verify your identity using the Proof of Ownership process described in . You may designate, in writing or through power of power of power of law, an authorised agent to request
on your behalf that you exercise your rights under the CCPA. Before accepting such a request from an agent, we will require the agent to provide proof that you have authorized him to act on your behalf and you may need to verify your identity directly with us. Categories, sources, purposes and recipients
of the data we collect. Over the past 12 months, we have collected the categories of personal information described in section 3 of this Privacy Policy. The sources from which we collect personal data and the purposes for which we collect and process it are described in sections 2 and 3. Over the past 12
months, we have published each of the categories of personal data with third-party categories for business purposes as described in Section 5. Revision Date: July 28, 2020 Page 9 Monster Sanctuary Indie, RPG, Adventure, Strategy Terraforming Mars - Prelude Strategy, Multiplayer, Board Game, Sea
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